Reactive power management of a AC/DC microgrid system using a smart PV inverter
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Abstract— This paper analyses the effect of a smart voltage source inverter (VSI) embedded in a photovoltaic (PV) unit on the voltage stability/reactive power balancing of a microgrid. The conventional unity power factor PV-VSI is modified to operate for both active and reactive power management operations. The PV integrated AC/DC microgrid system is designed with a central smart VSI in PSCAD/EMTDC software environment and implemented in the Energex 11 kV distribution network, Australia. The results show superior dynamic performance and robust transient recovery from the smart VSI integrated microgrid for real life radiation variations, random loads variations, faults and intentional external disturbances.

Index Terms— PV microgrid, AC/DC microgrid, smart VSI, VAR compensation, PV-STATCOM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy sources are gaining much popularity throughout the word in the electrical power generation sectors. Among the popular sustainable energy sources, PV system is the most popular one, as small scale PV can easily be installed in consumer level. Additionally, special government incentives and feed in tariff opportunities are available with the PV installations in different developed countries. However, the proliferation of PV system integrations with the distribution network has considerable effects on the power transfer capability of distribution lines. Generally, different reactive power management devices like series compensation devices, flexible AC transmission system devices (FACTS), static capacitors, tap changing transformers etc. are used to improve the power transfer limits of the distribution networks [1]. The number of PV system integrations is higher in the low voltage (LV) distribution network than in the medium or high voltage networks. Therefore, among the conventional reactive power compensation devices, a few are practically applicable in LV distribution network like the distribution static synchronous compensator (d-STATCOM), switched capacitor bank and tap-changing transformer. The d-STATCOM is the most viable option considering modern power system dynamic characteristics, nevertheless, the economic issue is still the main impediment on its vast implementation in the distribution network.

The basic operation of the d-STATCOM is to supply/draw reactive current from the utility grid lines at the point of common coupling (PCC) to improve voltage regulation and enhance damping operation via proper reactive power (VAR) management. As, the core component for the d-STATCOM and the PV system is the VSI, many researchers are working to utilize the VSI from PV inverter to have decentralized reactive power capability similarly to the d-STATCOM along with conventional PV active power operation. However, the IEEE 929 and 1547 standards require the PV units to operate at unity power factor in the point of common coupling (PCC) [2] [3]. But, considering the significant PV integrations and total power generations worldwide, around 139 GW [4], top PV installation country, Germany, and recent IEEE standard (1547.8) has already introduced the reactive power control operations for the grid-tied PV system [5][6].

The concept of utilizing the solar PV inverters as STATCOM is presented by the authors in [7], where they evaluated the performance with fixed number of loads variations. Different reactive power operations for voltage sag/swell due to high PV penetrations in the low voltage (LV) distribution network have been analyzed in [8] [9] [10]. The issues with cloud passing and divergent radiation effects are mainly analyzed in those papers. Authors in [11] presented improved distribution level loading capacity under cloud passing condition with the reactive power operation from a single phase PV VSI. Without considering the PV nonlinearities and load variations, the voltage imbalanced at the PCC point has been improved following VDE-AR-N 4105 and German Association of Energy and Water Industries (BDEW) code in [12]. A decentralized robust controller is presented to reduce distribution network oscillation due to close PV unit’s controllers’ interaction in the AC network in [13]. Different power management operations in the AC/DC microgrid system are available in [14] [15], however, there are no clear indication about the power interaction effects with the real solar radiation data or how the system will interact without additional islanding controllers. Generally the PV inverter capacity is chosen
to compensate maximum peak demand in households. During sunny days or low loads condition, the remaining capacity after load compensation can easily be utilized by the PV system VSI for reactive power managements at the PCC. This operation also requires dynamic reactive power support during voltage excursions. Some PV inverter manufacturers have already “de-rated” their inverters and now provide both kW and KVA ratings [16].

Therefore, in this paper, the dynamic stability and robust stabilization recovery has been compared with the conventional PV inverter and designed PV VSI with additional VAR compensation operation in the AC/DC microgrid connected with the real distribution network of Energex, Queensland, Australia. The analysis is carried out in several cases, for example, real life radiation variations and different static loads changing, different faults effects, and intentional islanding effects without separate islanding controller. The comparison results prove the improved controller performance as well as robust stabilization from the modified VSI of the PV system.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The designed microgrid system consists of DC and AC buses with a central smart VSI for the coordination of real and reactive power at the PCC. The system is designed resembling the real ongoing smart microgrid project of Griffith University, Australia. The project consists of a 10 kW PV system, 30 kVA four quadrant operable smart VSI and 60 kWh Li-ion battery storage unit. The main purpose of the real project is to compare the results from the conventional SMA PV inverters with the modeled smart VSI. The four quadrant operations from the designed VSI utilizing PV generated excess power in the AC/DC microgrid is presented in [15]. The designed PV microgrid model and the control panel from the real project are shown in Fig. 1. The designed model parameters are shown in the appendix. The single stage PV system radiation data is taken from 25th September (5 am to 3 pm), 2014 from the real project output. A constant 2 kW DC load is designed with pure resistive unit to monitor the impact on the DC side as well. As, the analysis of the reactive power operation from the PV VSI is the main aim in this paper, conventional dq0 controller for the outer DC voltage regulator and inner current controllers are designed and applied in this AC/DC microgrid model [18] [19]. Additional load VAR compensation loop is designed to generate the reactive current reference for the smart VSI. The main switching operations are,

\[ S_a = \frac{2}{V_{dc}} \left( L \frac{di_a}{dt} + R i_a + L o \theta_a + V_{dc} \right) \]  

\[ S_d = \frac{2}{V_{dc}} \left( L \frac{di_d}{dt} + R i_d + L o \theta_d + V_{dc} \right) \]  

Where, the symbols carry their standard meanings.

The four quadrant control operations with the conventional VSI with small energy storage like capacitor, requires higher DC voltage than calculated value (around 400 V) to ensure proper decoupled control over active and reactive parameters [18]. Elevare, a local energy company and joint member of the real microgrid project, has applied for the patent on the four quadrant STATCOM keeping the DC bus voltage from 600-800 V to reduce higher DC side current and power losses. Therefore, the DC bus voltage is regulated at constant 800 V in the designed model. The controllers’ proportional-integral (PI) gain values are initially tuned via symmetrical optimum method and then fined tuned to get stabilized performance from the system. The LCL filter with passive damping resistor is utilized to get superior damping capability in the microgrid [20]. Different static load models like constant impedance (Z) and constant power (P) are designed and connected at the PCC. The Newmarket zone substation 11 kV feeder of Energex consists of 2,373 customers and the installed load capacity is 8,954 kVA. The detailed connected portion from 33 kV upstream network to 11 kV and 420 V is shown in the appendix.

III. CASE STUDIES

The case studies are carried out to compare the performances between conventional and modified PV VSI operation under real life radiation and random static load
variations, different faults effects and application of severe external disturbance via intentional islanding operation without separate islanding controller. It is estimated that under standard testing condition (STC), the default PSCAD master library PV module generates around 650 W. The peak voltage and current of a single PV module consisting 108 cells in series and 4 cells in parallel are around 81 V and 8.125 A. Total 10 parallel and 2 series modules are considered to generate maximum 13 kW at STC. The DC voltage reference is fixed at 800 V. A 2 kW DC and divergent static three phase AC loads are connected with the microgrid. The applied loads values are shown in the Table 1. The case studies show the dynamic stability improvement, wide range of controllability options and robust fault recovery performance from the designed smart VSI. Proper decentralized control over active and reactive power in the microgrid ensures stable supply and demand relationship and exhibits well damped characteristics utilizing the four quadrant operations from the designed VSI even in severe external disturbances.

A. Radiation variations and load changing effects

In real life environmental conditions, the solar radiation follows nonlinear characteristics. The divergent radiation variations causes voltage sag/swell in the PCC point, resulting higher harmonics and lower power quality from the PV system. Excessive reverse power flow from the PV system during sunny day and low load conditions, can even trip the customer from the utility grid due to voltage rise. Therefore, the system needs to be well damped and stabilized to withstand divergent radiations cases. Similar effects can be explained for random loads variations. But, the load peak demand can be predicted monitoring overall load usage from the past. Despite the prediction case, randomly divergent loads connection and disconnection can cause transient phenomenon at the PCC. It is the responsibility of the microgrid/ customers to maintain proper demand and supply relationship even in unpredictable load variations.

Therefore, the designed microgrid radiation data is taken from the real microgrid project on 25\textsuperscript{th} September, 2014 and six pairs of loads combinations are used with the system. The motor characteristics is represented in static nature by the constant power (P) load and some other most commonly used loads like incandescent light, water heater etc. are represented by the static impedance (Z) load. The static load characteristics can be represented as [19]:

\[
P_{\text{load}} = P_0 + (V/V_0)^a
\]

\[
Q_{\text{load}} = Q_0 + (V/V_0)^b
\]

where, the constants ‘a’ and ‘b’ defines the load characteristics. For constant power loads, ‘a’ and ‘b’ equals 0 and for constant impedance loads, ‘a’ and ‘b’ equals 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (k)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Connect</th>
<th>Disconnect</th>
<th>Duration (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 + j 3</td>
<td>Z1</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 + j 5</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The AC loads are varied randomly as shown in Table 1. The radiation data is taken from 5 am to 3 pm and in this case study, the individual hour data is modified for simulation plot in seconds. From Fig. 1 and 2, it is evident that, despite the divergent radiation characteristics and random AC loads variation on the microgrid, designed VSI co-ordinates proper load demand and supply relationship without introducing any instability issue in the overall system. At, 10.20 – 11.00 s, mixed load is applied with fluctuating radiation variations. Despite the most extreme loads and radiation conditions, the system does not cause any sever voltage sag/swell. The static power load tends to sag the rms voltage but the designed VSI VAR
compensation operation prevents that to exceed standard limit (± 10 %) as shown in Fig. 4. The oscillation in the reactive power is due to the inductive nature of the loads and the designed VSI regulates it within marginal range to keep the system stable and well damped.

B. Different faults effects

This case study demonstrates the fault recovery time improvement utilizing VAR compensation and passive damping from the designed VSI in response to the symmetrical (three phase to ground (3P-G)) and asymmetrical (single phase to ground (1P-G)) faults. A 2 kW DC load and a static constant impedance AC load (6 kW + j 3 kVAR) are kept connected during this fault analysis study. The system is considered to be at STC.

The occurrence of most severe three phase faults is a common phenomena in distribution level, and the connected systems, either loads or generation units are manufactured to continue their normal operation instantly after the fault clearance. Therefore, a three phase to ground fault is applied after the PCC point from 0.55 s – 0.75 s and the after effects of the fault are analyzed with and without the reactive power operation from the VSI.

The fault is cleared at 0.75 s and without the reactive power operation, controller reactive part starts to control the system reactive power demand around 0.95 s. However, with the reactive power operation from the designed VSI, the controllers starts controlling around 0.86 s, about 10 milliseconds earlier than without reactive power operation. The significant fault recovery time improvement is due to the decentralized control over both the power profiles. Considering real life dynamic loads and increasing PV penetration numbers, the faster fault recovery response can play vital part for stability enhancement in the connected distribution network.

Similar improvements can be observed for single phase fault case. A single phase fault (B phase to ground) is applied from 1.40 s – 1.60 s. The controller robust fault recovery efforts are shown in Fig. 6. The reactive power operations from the VSI also improves the power quality in the microgrid as shown in Fig. 7 and it is evident that, the designed VSI supplies less harmonics output current from the PV microgrid system. This is due to the improved passive damping capability from the designed VSI which helps to reduce power oscillations in the system.

![Figure 5. 3P fault recovery response comparison.](image)

![Figure 6. 1P fault recovery response comparison.](image)

![Figure 7. Ipcc THD comparison for 3P and 1P faults.](image)

![Figure 8. Disturbance rejection response comparison.](image)

C. Intentional Islanding scenario

Generally, renewable sources microgrid systems are designed to operate both in grid-tied and islanded modes. During grid-tied mode the system frequency and voltage magnitude are controlled by the utility grid, however, during islanded condition these two parameters has to be controlled separately by the DG units. Therefore, if some systems are designed not to operate independently during islanding scenario, having reactive operation from the smart VSI can improve the post disturbance recovery response time as well as can damp the system oscillation more quickly after the reconnection with the utility grid. For this case analysis, a 6 kW + j 3 kVAR constant power load is kept connected with the microgrid and the grid side breaker is intentionally disconnected from 0.50 s - 0.70 s. During and after the islanding case, the conventional PV microgrid requires more VAR support and casuses more oscillation in the output power. Whereas, the designed VSI shows less oscillation with robust stabilization recovery as shown in Fig. 8. The additional reactive power operation from the conventional VSI also improves the system frequency recovery time as shown in Fig. 9.
Figure 9. System frequency response comparison from the external disturbance.

IV. CONCLUSION
The designed PV system VSI certainly shows superior performance improvement in the AC/DC microgrid operations. The controller response speed and system damping capability improves in 10-15 milliseconds range with the additional reactive power and improved passive damping features from the VSI. These features help to achieve proper decentralized control over real and reactive powers in the microgrid, and ensure robust stabilization recovery from externals disturbances. For future studies, multiple PV units with load sharing controls with dynamic loads will be analyzed.
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APPENDIX

Figure 10. From upstream to Energex LV distribution network.

System description: PV module: 10 series and 2 parallel modules; DC link capacitor: 3000 µF, switching frequency = 3 kHz, Inverter capacity 20 kVA; DC voltage regulator: Kp = 4, Ti = 0.8; Current controller: Kp = 8, Ti = 0.003 s; LCL filter: inverter side L = 4 mH, C = 10 µF, grid side L = 1 mH, damping resistor 3 mΩ; Distribution grid: 240 (L-N) /420 (L-L) rms, 50 Hz.
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